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INTRO
While it is forbidden by international law, to fight a
war in the uniform of the
enemy or to attack a country under the flag of the Red
Cross, this kind of deception has become “common
place” for powerful elite in
politics, economy and science. Like this the breakthrough of electric automobiles is repressed in an
environmentalist’s uniform.
In the name of freedom and
democracy, wars are initiated and under the flag of
the increase of wealth the
banks deprive economy
and citizens of their money
and possessions. The spindoctors often make use of
“diversionary tactic” as well:
unimportant nonsense fills
the headlines; dramatic incidents concerning world
peace are barely worth a
marginal note. Several current examples are found in
this issue of V&C.
The editors (cm)

Are electric cars really desired?
ga. Press and politics give the
impression that the launch of
electric vehicles is being pushed through emphatically. But
here doubts and questions are
appropriate.
California released a new law
in 1990 that obligated automobile companies to produce cars
that are free of emission to a
certain extent. Already in 1996
there were fast, quiet electric
cars without exhaust that had a
range of 130 kilometers. Statistics say this would have been
enough to cover the daily trips
of 90% of the population. The
vehicles were rechargeable
overnight, they cost about the
same amount as fuel powered
cars and there was enough demand, too.

But the big Oil corporations
lashed out at California’s progress together with the US government and the automobile
companies and the law was
annulled on April 24th, 2003.
The vehicles were taken out of
traffic, and the progress of technology was buried. Although
other governments do not attack electric vehicles so vigorously, one has to question, why
the development is so slow in
this area of technology. Could
it be that not only the US-Government has a stronger interest
in keeping consumers dependant on oil than in environmentally friendly technology?
Source:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PLf1Is3GA-M

“People think they are doing something for
alternative energy or the environment.
But, it’s a joke. The discussions today are the
same as back in the seventies.
It’s like with dog races, where the dogs chase
after a mechanical rabbit but never catch it.”
David Freeman
(former energy consultant for US President Carter)*

Monsanto infiltrates the USA
ub. Monsanto Chemical Corporation is flooding the world with
genetically manipulated seed
and seems to have international
politics in its grip. The U.S. government is downright infiltrated
by Monsanto. It was discovered
that U.S. diplomats work for the
chemical corporation.
Monsanto Corporation is taking
part very intensively in the legalization and setting up of guide-

lines for genetically manipulated organisms (GMO) and has
influence on important key-positions in the Government. For
countries defending themselves
against the spread of GMO, the
French U.S.-ambassador even
called for “retaliatory measures”
in a mail published in WikiLeaks. Is it surprising that with
such influence on politics, the
larger portion of U.S.A. food-

staples are already genetically
altered? There is little doubt
that in Europe the situation is
similar.
Source:
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/enthuellungen/anthony
gucciardi/
an-die-oeffentlichkeitgelangtedokumente-belegen-usdiplomatenarbeiten-fuermonsanto.
html;jsessionid=703B71976
428C381E878845236C852FC

NATO murders
eight innocent women
ss. Original article from the
“20min” (a Swiss newspaper)
on the 19th of September 2012:
“During a NATO air raid in Afghanistan, up to eight women
were killed. A local authority
said the women had been looking for firewood at dawn when
they were attacked.”
The news of the cruel murdering of innocent civilians in foreign countries by the NATO
seems to be barely worth noting, according to our media.
That is the only explanation for
this scandal appearing only as
a miniscule marginal note on
page 13, in the biggest free
Swiss newspaper, while the
star allure of a rock musician
made it on to the front-page.
Who is actually dictating what
is worth reporting and what is
not?
Source:
20min vom 17.9.2012, Seite 13
www.20min.ch/ausland/dossier/
afghanistan/story/23613399

“Facts
are not
frightening
but,
when you try
to avoid them,
turn your back
on them
and run away,
that is frightening.”
Krishnamurti*
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The true “axis of evil”
bm. Ten years ago the former
American president, George W.
Bush spoke to the American
people warning them about
three countries: Iraq, Iran and
North Korea (later Cuba, Libya
and Syria were added to the
list). As the “axis of evil” these
countries were ruled by dictators, exporting terrorism and
producing nuclear weapons.
The U.S.A. and its allies “felt
forced” to isolate and demonize
these countries – even to the
point of military invasions, like
in Iraq and Libya. They supported a “change of regimes”,
in order to put leaders at the top
who would submit to the political and economical dictates of

Always the same pattern – how long still?
Washington and of global capital. So the door was opened for
the oil corporations to begin
radical exploitation of mineral
oil reserves in Iraq and Libya.
After Gadaffi’s murder, by order of the U.S. government, the
way was paved to spread terror
and attacks on Syria.
This is not about a “humanitarian” war, but it is about the
control over the great mineraloil and natural-gas deposits in
that country, and more than
that, to get rid of another possible ally of Iran. Do you recognise the true axis of evil?
Source:
www.antikrieg.com/aktuell/
2012_07_ 13_dersyrienkonflikt.htm

Hungary ends “friendship” with IMF
me. The relationship between
Hungary’s Prime-Minister Viktor Orbán and the IMF (Inter-national Monetary Fund) has been
strained for a long time already.
This moved Orbán to now officially end the “friend-ship” with
the institution and to reject their
hard provisions for granting credit as unacceptable. In a videomessage – on the government’s
Facebook profile – Orbán announced that Hungary is neither
going to cut the pensions, nor
abolish the bank taxes, nor dismiss officials, nor fulfil any other

conditions for a credit of 15 billion Euros from the IMF. “This
list only contains things that are
not in our interest and not beneficial for Hungary”, said Orbán,
and declared the conditions a
“list of terror”. In order to steer
against this, he wants to set up a
1 billion Euro plan to save jobs.
When will our politicians also
finally act in the interest of their
people?
Source:
http://pravdatvcom.wordpress.com/
2012/09/13/ungarn-wirft-monsantound-den-iwf-raus/

Peculiar Qualifications in World Climate Council
he. According to a report by the
Canadian journalist Donna Laframboise, the qualifications of
the scientists on the World Climate Council 2007 are exceedingly questionable. Eco activists
are found in leading positions,
systematically disregarding the
most elementary rules of scientific research, as well as persons
barely able to show any scientific
accomplishments at all. Some
council members have not yet

even finished their university
studies. Could it be that the possibility to specifically influence the
research results is more important than the scientific qualification of the staff?

Sources:
EDU-Standpunkte, 32. Jahrgang,
Nr. 4, April 2012, Artikel
„Wem nützt die Klimaerwärmung?“
http://www.edu-schweiz.ch/cms/
fileadmin/dateien_website/
S_C_H_W_E_I_Z/Texte-CH/
EDUStandpunkt/
2012/standpunkt-2012-04.pdf

hm. The cruel crimes of the
American secret service CIA are
increasingly being made public.
More and more agents have the
courage to quit, and to openly
reveal their secret missions. According to their reports these missions always have the same pattern, and have had it for decades
already.
Entire nations are
plunged into chaos, deliberately:
In countries with U.S.-critical
governments, a citizen’s revolt is
staged and initiated by CIA
agents, using the worst methods.
The victims are commonly completely unaware and defenseless

civil population, being attacked
in the cruelest manner. The
government’s resulting acts of
defense are then falsely illustrated, titled and are pilloried by the
media reports. On the other hand
the rebels are celebrated as liberators of the people. The current
events of the “Arabic uprisings”
as well as other revolts appear in
a totally different light, from this
point of view. How long will the
world still be so clearly fooled?
Source:
ww.youtube.com/watch?
v=sNuWpuc_0ds&feature
=player_detailpage

Basel III – still more bondage of the middle class?
uw. In an especially rushed corporations will become still
lawmaking procedure, on the bigger and small companies
22nd of August 2012 the Ger- will die out.
Source:
man government passed the BaGespräche mit
sel Policy III. What seems at
Handwerkern und Selbständigen
www.fpmi.de/positionen-details/
first glance to be a security for
items/fpmi-legt-gutachten-zuthe equity-capital of the credit
solvency-iiund-basel-iii-vor.html?Gclid=
institutes – or protection
CPKtlKjX5LICFUfKtAod1B0AuA
against further bank collapse, is
unmasked by a closer look.
Through severer regulations of
Closing Point ●
capital and liquidity it will be- “If you know the enemy
come increasingly difficult to
and know yourself, you
take out a loan. Especially the
need not fear the result
middle class is hit hard here.
of a hundred battles.
For anyone self-employed it is
If you know yourself but
practically impossible to fulfill
not the enemy, for every
these severe regulation requirevictory gained you will
ments. Only by mortgaging realso suffer a defeat.
al goods like property, real esIf
you know neither the
tate etc, will it be possible to
enemy
nor yourself,
get a loan. The policy is shown
you
will
succumb
up as another grab at citizen’s
in every battle.”
real property, by creating new
Sun Tzu (Chinese military stratecredit regulation. Moreover
gist and philosopher, ca. 500 BC.)
this instrument thwarts any furPut differently:
ther investment in the real econV&C
sheds light on the
omy. So especially the start up
enemy
and as courriers
developments will suffer and
we
know
ourselves.
new technologies can hardly be
But,
the
moral
of the
financed. It will be nearly imstory is: join in,
possible to obtain venture capihelp take the victory!
tal. Many good ideas will be
left in the desk drawer. Huge

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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